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Testing: Throwing Learning Down the Assessment Drain
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The worldwide standardization of education is well underway and includes
institutional structures, teacher training, curriculum development, and more impor-
tantly, specifically delineated outcomes of schooling and the assessments that
measure them. I contend that the core of the standardized testing movement has a
narrow, limited, and inaccurate working definition of learning and has accepted
wholesale the assumptions inherent in statistical quantitative learning assessments
(SQLA) outcome measurement, which make them unsuitable for use in high stakes
testing (HST). I use Gert Biesta’s work on evidence-based learning to frame my
analysis of SQLA by thinking with Hans-Georg Gadamer about prejudice, fore-
knowledge, and interpretation to better understand these problems. I then examine
how the methods used to analyze SQLA actually end up determining what “learn-
ing” is, and how using them in the context of HST may actually decrease learning
even if scores increase.

“QUALITY” AND “ACCOUNTABILITY”
There has been much recent handwringing over the alleged “failure” of United

States’ schools, partly based on the average standardized test scores of U.S. students
as compared to the average scores of students from around the world on the same or
similar tests. One result has been increased, and abstract, demands for “quality” and
“accountability” in schooling, that find some specificity in scientific and technologi-
cal concepts from industry and a market-based paradigm wherein quality is deter-
mined by the satisfaction of the “customers” or “consumers.”1 Such a conception
begs the question (Who are the customers? Students, parents, or the general public?)
and easily leads to education becoming merely the delivery of goods (that is, grades
and test scores) and services wherein the teacher is a “server” and operates at the
customer’s behest. The arguments about accountability are similarly vague and
seem to imply teachers, administrators, and schools, but what about students,
parents, and society? The market-based paradigm supported by the language of
SQLA is not going to hold the “customer” accountable; the customer is always right.
Thus the “service” is held accountable, focusing on instrumental accountability that
has as its object instrumental education, not “rich” knowledge or competencies.2

“Accountability” also finds comfort in its linguistic brethren accounting and the
quantitative and numerical values of accountancy, betraying a cultish faith in
quantitative analysis to support vague determinations of quality. This market-based
paradigm and the “evidence” it produces ignores the historical and intellectual
prejudices embedded in the practices of statistical analyses that constrict and restrict
the parameters of inquiry, substantially predetermine outcomes, and limit what can
be known from the results.3
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THE BASELESS CLAIMS OF EVIDENCE-BASED RESEARCH

A fundamental problem with SQLA finds an analogous problem in evidence-
based research in education, especially given the turn in education toward quanti-
tative, data-driven methods of assessing student learning and teacher quality. Gert
Biesta’s examination of evidence-based research in education found that the
indeterminate nature of “evidence” and the tendency of research to focus on bringing
about predetermined ends are problematic.4 In the former case, evidence can only
illustrate what has been done and what the result was, but can have no direct bearing
on the outcome of future efforts. In the latter case, one can at most rely on
probabilities in attempting to bring about desired ends (such as, student proficiency
in x). Thus, forming models for present and future efforts based on what has worked
cannot account for the dynamism of one’s environment and is unlikely to achieve
similar results. This is particularly the case if one systematizes a model that then
remains fixed — as is the case for SQLAs. It is the nature of standardization to resist
flexibility. Such fixed models will fail to assess what they were designed to assess
once the conditions that created the model change, and those conditions change
constantly.5 Since SQLA indicate a student’s performance relative to a norm group,
his or her relative position will not change quickly, making year-to-year HST
ineffectual.6 Further, SQLA (as evidence-gathering tools) are designed far away
from and without the input of the actual lessons and learning conditions that have
informed the learning that has taken place. So instead of measuring what students
know — something that could be done with a localized assessment instrument —
SQLA can only tell us what the students might know in relation to what the
assessment decided, independently, that it would assess. We have no idea why or
how the student might or might not have been able to select the “correct” response
to each question, only that the student did or did not select the “correct” response.
But in HST, the “why” is precisely what the SQLA will be used to determine (for
example, Why low scores?). These results do not tell us that the student actually
knows the answer or how she or he came to know it, or does not know the answer
and why not. The answers to these questions are invaluable educational learning
assessment tools. SQLA results in HST do not allow for such evidence to inform
teaching practices because the evidence is used summatively rather than forma-
tively. So, instead of SQLA being a tool for learning assessment, they actually stand
in opposition to it.7

As evidence-based research into student learning that should inform teaching
practices, SQLAs are premised on the idea that teachers do something — “they
administer a treatment” — and then something happens as a result (that is, the
students learn).8 However, the “evidence” from a test says nothing about what is
supposed to happen, only what has happened. Biesta notes that these assumptions
may work in the field of medicine, but we should be skeptical in education. The
model of evidence-based research misses the fact that education is not a single
cause-and-effect process, but is instead “a process of symbolic or symbolically
mediated interaction.”9 Therefore, what has gone on before the evidence gathering
(the assessment) is not subject to simple, discrete, quantifiable, and linear only
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cause-and-effect processes. The nontechnocratic fact of learning is that it is the
result of interpretation on the part of students as they “make sense of what they are
taught.”10 It is only through processes of mutual interpretation that education is
possible, and through interpretation we can see that Gadamer’s notion of prejudice
begins to render dubious the efficacy of SQLA.

GADAMER AND PREJUDICE

According to Gadamer, prejudice plays a vital role in our ability to learn by
forming prejudgments. He leans heavily on Martin Heidegger, who uses the term
“fore-meaning” to refer to the prior knowledge that forms our prejudices.

every revision of the fore-projection is capable of projecting before itself a new projection
of meaning; rival projects can emerge side by side until it becomes clearer what the unity of
meaning is; interpretation begins with fore-conceptions that are replaced by more suitable
ones. This constant process of new projection constitutes the movement of understanding
and interpretation.11

Since we understand things in light of the things we already know, or in light of the
range of knowable options presented to us by our own prior-understandings, our
understanding is a “fore-conception of completeness” that cannot be understood
independent of this prior-knowledge.12 The knowledge that precedes the newly
acquired information informs our understanding of it. This foreconception is a
prejudice that is carried by the individual into the new learning moment.

It [foreconception of completeness] states that only what really constitutes a unity of
meaning is intelligible. So when we read a text we always assume its completeness, and only
when this assumption proves mistaken — i.e., the text is not intelligible — do we begin to
suspect the text and try to discover how it can be remedied.13

It is not only in discovering how the text can be remedied, however, that one learns.
We often remedy the mistakes in our foreknowledge. Foreconception of complete-
ness contains the assumption that whatever it is that is to be understood is something
that is an intelligible and unified whole. Prejudices, however, may reveal gaps or
sections of unintelligibility when we find that something is not a unified whole. We
then seek to remedy these inconsistencies. However, in SQLA there is no opportu-
nity to remedy the unintelligibility encountered, and this is reflected in deficient
scores. SQLA do not tell us what is unintelligible, only that there are low scores.

Gadamer’s prejudice is foreknowledge, not foreopinion. It is not based on a
conception of what one desires to be, but rather what one presently knows to be.
SQLA, however, are based on what knowledge the SQLA designer desires the
students to know, and not what the designer knows the students know — impossible
because the designer has no way of knowing what the students have been doing; she
or he can only assume or predict. This makes SQLA even more dubious as a method
of assessment of what students have learned. Biesta shows that for evidence-based
data gathering to be remotely effective at telling us something about learning, it
would have to be constitutive of a process of mutual interpretation, involving the
various foreconceptions and prejudices present. However, SQLA are designed
without any understanding of the prior-knowledge of those being assessed and are
designed well outside of the interpretive processes of educational practices.14 The
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evaluation of SQLA are infused with prejudices that privilege the type of informa-
tion SQLA produce as well as the type of statistical evaluation that is possible, all
of which assumes that it is the type of information on which static and summative
judgments of learning can be accurately made.

Biesta also notes that evidence-based research can only tell us what worked, not
what will work. SQLA can only tell us what the students may not know, and not what
they do know. The kind of information gathered by SQLA is premised on an
intention, but has no way of showing what actually occurred in the learning of the
student. The classroom teacher, the one with whom the student has engaged in
mutual interpretation for learning based on foreconceptions and foreknowledge,
does not design the HST SQLA. Therefore, the typical SQLA instrument can have
no reliable means of testing what has been learned, though it may test a type of
knowledge or be one way to determine what the student does not know (in relation
to what is included in the assessment).15 The “score” a student gets on a SQLA can
only indicate, in numerical form, what the student scored on the test, not what the
student learned in the course.16 The score is merely correlative to our inference and
ought not be used as sufficiently causal for the inference nor the terminal effect of
a presumed cause (such as the teacher, lessons, or curriculum). Further numbers
crunching does not change this fact; statistical significance does not automatically
mean educational significance.17 The inherent prejudice in this system is that there
is no relevance to whether or not the questions have a direct connection to the mutual
interpretation that has gone into the learning. The SQLA does not “care” nor inquire
— it only collects and scores.

THE PRE-DETERMINATION OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The starting point of SQLA is one in which the nature of what constitutes
learning is defined by the constraints of the measurement used. SQLA are analyzed
by quantitative, numerical, and statistical analysis tools. Even when the HST
consists of qualitative evaluation (such as an essay graded by a human), those results
are converted into a quantitative symbol to be further morphed into a statistic that
will then be used to offer an explanation of some kind. Quantitative analysis requires
specific analysis tools. Chi-square, p-values, regressions, ANOVA, t-tests, among
others, are used for specific types of data, are efficacious only in those contexts, and
are often selected prior to the design of the assessment instrument — one cannot use
an analysis tool for data that cannot be made quantitatively intelligible by it, so the
design of the collection instrument is dependent on the analysis to be used. This
means that when the analysis tool is chosen prior to the assessment design, the nature
of the results is predetermined, and once the analysis tool is selected, we already
know what kind of evidence of knowledge will be found: the type that can be inferred
from that type of data and analyzed by that tool.18 Therefore, any information
produced by the test that is not intelligible to the statistical analysis tool used is
ignored and not included in the assessment results. This means that what will be
assessed as “learning” is determined by the analysis tool. No deeply philosophical
understanding of what learning is informs the assessment; instead the statistical
analysis tool makes this determination.
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Furthermore, the results produced are taken to be or represent products of
knowledge and thus serve to define and reify what learning is. However, as Biesta
shows, the results are only an indication of what this specific assessment and
students produced, not what will be produced or what students will “know” in the
future. Further, as comparative tests of relative achievement, these standardized
tests require a wide score-spread to be reliable and valid. However, test items that
provide this are more often answered correctly by students with higher socio-
economic status and higher innate academic potential, thus highlighting skills the
school had nothing to do with and rendering a measure of school quality unreliable.19

The acknowledgement of these problems calls for educational processes and
assessments that are constitutive of the mutual interpretation of the subject and
learning that take place. In the face of this, all standardized educational practices, let
alone SQLA, seem less efficacious.20

SQLA do not accurately measure learning because their use precludes an
accurate understanding of what learning is.21 They fail to take into consideration the
prejudicial and interpretive nature of learning, as well as the giving and taking of an
assessment. When taking a SQLA, each student must first determine what the
assessment says or asks, and then what it means (and thus an extremely important
interpretive task that is not taken into account in the design of the SQLA).22 What the
question means is itself a pregnant situation, but the educative information to be
gleaned from its examination is discarded by the analysis of SQLA prior to the
exam’s administration. There is very little control the school or teacher can have in
guaranteeing the transmission and replication of identical interpretations given the
complexity of individual experiences and historical embeddedness. The only
reliable consistency is the nature of the results of the assessment (numerical), but not
what they indicate or mean. Learning has been defined in SQLA by first choosing
the measurement tools preferred or the kind of results or data that count as
knowledge, rather than by defining what learning is and then choosing the best
methods by which to assess it. Thus, learning becomes a narrow and rigid concept
that is of very little value in the broad, comprehensive manner in which SQLA have
been implemented.

Inflexible, standardized models carry with them embedded prejudices about a
specific type of knowledge that was, at one time, expected to be present, as well as
an embedded prejudice about what the model itself is capable of assessing. In the
case of SQLA the fore-conception is that the test is intelligible to the students, is
intelligible regarding the subject area, and will produce intelligible results. The
results are taken as such, understood to be legitimate, and thus legitimize the
assessment and its foreconceptions, creating a tidy, closed system that knows the
nature of what it is going to find before it looks. It is tempting to suggest that the
breakdown in efficacy is then in the interpretation of the results, but the breakdown
occurred the moment SQLA was deemed sufficient for determining what learning is.

THE PARADOX OF HIGH STAKES TESTING

Compounding the problem of the inefficacy of SQLA is their use as tools of
evaluations of schools and teachers, not only students. Most U.S. states and districts
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that utilize SQLA do so as part of high stakes testing (HST).23 These are supposed
to be achievement tests in which the futures of schools, administrators, teachers, and
students are determined.24 High scores mean schools stay open, administrators and
teachers keep their jobs, and students move on to the next grade or are placed in
“advanced” curriculum tracks. Low scores may often mean the exact opposite in
each case. How do we know that a student has learned based on the score of a test?
A test may meet the standards of reliability and validity (insofar as we can
statistically measure that a test tests what it tests), but that does not necessarily mean
that we know those scores reliably and validly represent learning.

Using the self-determination theory (SDT) of motivation, Richard Ryan and
Netta Weinstein examined the effects of high stakes testing on the motivation of
students.25 SDT is a theory that focuses on intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. A key
component of SDT is the social context of motivation of which there are three main
areas: autonomy, competence, and relatedness. For intrinsic self-motivation, one
must exist in a context in which one feels autonomous, competent, and positively
connected to one’s environment (classmates, co-workers, and community). Ryan
and Weinstein found clear effects on student motivation dependent on the charac-
teristics of the assessments and their purposes. Assessments used for informational
purposes, such as formative assessments used by teachers to improve their teaching,
have a positive impact on student motivation. Assessments that are “controlling,”
those that put pressure on students to achieve particular outcomes by offering
rewards or punishments (that is, grades or passing to the next grade), have a negative
influence on student motivation and lead to the exertion of the least amount of effort
required to achieve the outcomes desired with an attendant decrease in performance
(which holds regardless of how well students do on the tests). Additionally,
assessments that induce students to feel helpless or incompetent (such as tests that
are too challenging or provide negative feedback) also discourage effort and result
in decreased motivation.

HST can tell us how students perform on these tests under a certain kind of
pressure, but that is not what they are intended to discover. Since most of these tests
require a specific reading skill level, even a mathematics assessment will be a
reading literacy assessment, but we cannot be certain of its mathematics measure-
ment if a student’s reading literacy prevents her from accurately reading the
question. What makes HST more dubious is that the reward is merely the opportunity
to take more high stakes tests the next year, whereas the sanction is to be excluded
from most educational tracks and opportunities. The penalties include social stigma
and the limiting of one’s educational, and therefore economic, opportunities;
penalties that seem more destructive than the rewards are constructive.26 Further,
those who are rewarded carry with them decreased motivation and an instrumental
approach to their education, thus increasing the potential for diminished “returns”
across the board for all students.

HST has the same demotivating factors for teachers, especially if used to assess
teacher effectiveness. Because the tests are high stakes and teacher jobs or the life
of the school may be in jeopardy, teachers are compelled to organize their instruction
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around and for them, depriving them of autonomy in their classroom and subject
area, autonomy that is necessary to ensure the competence that the HST demands,
and consequently depriving them of the context of autonomy required for intrinsi-
cally motivated action. Second, because HST are designed by someone not only
external to the teacher but almost always external to the school, there is an implied
perception of low teaching competence, which deprives the teacher of another
requirement for intrinsic motivation; affirmation and exercise of competence. Third,
since outcomes are measured rather than the behaviors that lead to them, teachers are
disconnected from the process of developing the whole student, alienating them
from the student, which leads to the perception that the student and his or her
performance on the HST is an instrumental means to some nonstudent-centered end
(teacher keeps job, school stays open). This is not a teaching environment we should
endeavor to create.

CONCLUSION

We should be concerned about what happens when education is defined by
forces that seek market-based analogies and statistical ease over cognitive, intellec-
tual, and emotional growth, and that once the discourse is framed in favor of the
former, it becomes increasingly difficult to illustrate and explain that SQLA are not
solely capable of determining whether or not, and to what degree, learning has taken
place. This discourse needs to be reframed and reclaimed by educators and
educational theorists who need to adequately define learning in a way that can, first,
be understood as meaningful by the public, and second, be assessed in a way that
suits the goals of the learning as defined. In other words, what learning is and consists
of should determine how it is assessed rather than using the assessment to define
learning.
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